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Abstract
We present a method for multimodal fusion based on the estimated reliability of each individual modality. Our
method uses an information theoretic measure, the entropy derived from the state probability distribution for each
stream, as an estimate of reliability. Our application is audio-visual speech recognition. The two modalities, audio
and video, are weighted at each time instant according to their reliability. In this way, the weights vary dynamically
and are able to adapt to any type of noise in each modality, and more importantly, to unexpected variations in the
level of noise.
Index Terms
Audio-visual speech recognition, multimodal fusion.
I. INTRODUCTION
MULTIMODAL fusion, that is, merging information from different modalities, is not trivial. First, the datastreams may have different representations, different temporal rates and different ranges of variation. Second,
they may be corrupted by noise in varying ways and at different moments. This is why multimodal fusion or
integration is a very active area of research.
The case of audio-visual speech recognition (AVSR) is more complex from the multimodal integration point of
view as compared to, for example, multimodal person identification. In AVSR both modalities are time-varying,
which is not the case in identification, where typically at least some of the modalities are static, like face images
or fingerprints.
The simplest multimodal integration method is feature concatenation, putting together the features from all
modalities into one high-dimensional vector. However this has the big disadvantage of weighting all modalities
equally and not allowing for variations in their relative importance. This problem is solved in decision fusion by
assigning weights to each of the modalities. This also allows the dynamic adjustment of the importance of each
stream through the weights, according to its estimated reliability.
We are using a dynamic weighting scheme in which the weights are derived from the posterior entropies of each
stream, and at each frame. The reason is that, in this way, the weights are allowed to vary quickly in a large range,
thus being able to adapt to sudden changes in the quality of the streams.
In the following, we will present our method in detail. We begin by presenting the context of our work, and
in particular the most common models used for speech recognition and AVSR, and also the most common fusion
methods used in this application. We continue by presenting our method, the general algorithm used and the
justification behind it. We then present our results with dynamic weights constrained to sum to one. We continue
by justifying that the constant sum constraint is not necessary and show that consistently better results can be
obtained by allowing the sum itself to be variable.
The content of this report is partially based on work that we have published in [1] and [2].
II. MULTIMODAL FUSION FOR AVSR
A. Hidden Markov models
Many different classifiers have been applied to the area of speech recognition, which is a difficult classification
task due to the fact that the signals involved are time varying and of different temporal lengths.
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Fig. 1. A left-right HMM for the word “one”.
The simplest classifier that can be used for isolated word recognition is template matching, where classification
is based on the distance between the test word and stored temporal patterns representing the learned words. This
technique was used for AVSR in [3]. However, the speaking rate needs to be more or less the same, otherwise their
length would differ and the method would not work.
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [4] is a time normalization technique which aims to solve the problem of
nonlinear temporal fluctuations caused by speech rate variation. DTW works best on small tasks and for isolated
word recognition, and can also be applied to connected speech recognition, as shown in [5]. However, it was
replaced by Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) which became the dominant classifier used in virtually all speech
recognition systems.
We will give here a very brief overview of HMMs and their use in speech recognition. More detail can be found
in [6] [7].
HMMs can model the behavior of systems which can switch between states stochastically. In a discrete, first
order Markov chain, the probability of being in a particular state at a particular time depends only on the state itself
and the previous state. In each of these states, the system emits a symbol which can be observed, the observation.
In HMMs, the state itself is always hidden and only the observation is visible, thus the name Hidden Markov
Models.
In speech recognition HMMs can be used to model the temporal evolution of the speech signal. In small
vocabulary systems each word can be modeled by an HMM, while in large vocabulary tasks each speech sound
has a corresponding HMM. Most recognition systems use left-right models, or Bakis models [8], in which states
that have been left are never visited again and the system always progresses from an initial state towards a final
one.
The purpose of the recognition process is to choose the most likely word model, given an observation sequence.
The word attached to this model is the recognized word. To this end the Viterbi algorithm is employed [7].
Let us take as an example an isolated word speech recognizer, having left-right HMMs as word models. Such
a word model is given in Figure 1. Let us define aqiqj as the transition probability from state qi to state qj . The
initial transition probability is considered equal to one (piq0 = 1). Let us also define the likelihood that observation
Ot was emitted by state qt as bqt(Ot). The likelihood of the observation sequence O = O1O2 · · ·OT , given a path
Q = q1q2 · · · qT in the model ω, is:
p(O|Q, ω) = bq1(O1)bq2(O2) · · · bqT (OT ), (1)
assuming the statistical independence of the observations. The probability of the path itself is given by:
P (Q|ω) = piq0aq1q2aq2q3 · · · aqT−1qT . (2)
The joint probability of O and Q occurring simultaneously is the product of the two:
p(O,Q|ω) =
∏
qi∈Q
bqi(Oi) · piq0
∏
(qi,qj)∈Q
aqiqj . (3)
The likelihood of the observation sequence given the model is the sum of these joint probabilities over all possible
state sequences Q:
4p(O|ω) =
∑
all Q
p(O,Q|ω)). (4)
This “full” likelihood can be replaced by the “Viterbi” approximation, considering only the most likely path in
the model:
p(O|ω) ≃ max
Q
[p(O,Q|ω)]. (5)
This often-used approximation does not lead to a significant performance loss, while facilitating the numerical
computation. In the end, the recognized word is given by the most likely word model:
ωrecognized = argmax
ω
[p(O|ω)]. (6)
The observation probabilities are modeled using Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) [9], in this way:
bj(ot) =
M∑
m=1
cjmN(ot;µjm,Σjm) (7)
where N(o;µ,Σ) is the value in o of a multivariate gaussian with mean µ and covariance matrix Σ. M gaussians
are used in a mixture, each weighed by cjm. Typically, in speech recognition systems, the gaussians have a diagonal
covariance matrix, as the coefficients used are assumed to be uncorrelated.
For the training phase of the HMMs, an iterative method called the Baum-Welch algorithm [10] is used. Depending
on how well the environment conditions, that is, the acquisition equipment, the room acoustics and ambient noise,
match between training and testing data, experiments can be performed in matched or mismatched conditions. The
largest gain from AVSR comes especially in mismatched conditions.
Since the GMMs used to model speech units are not aimed to discriminate between them, a lot of attention has
been given to the use of more discriminative models in conjunction with HMMs. In hybrid ANN-HMM systems
[11], GMMs are replaced with Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) [9]. Such models have also been applied to
AVSR, as in [12].
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [13] [14] have also been used as an alternative to GMMs, both in audio-only
speech recognition [15] and in AVSR [16]. The main advantage of using discriminative models like ANNs and
SVMs is that the scores of the speech units will be better separated and the distinction between these units will be
clearer.
Although widely used for speech recognition, Hidden Markov Models have several inherent limitations with
respect to their use for modeling speech [7]. The first one is the assumption that successive speech frames are
independent, as seen in equation 1. To compensate (partially) for this shortcoming, first and second temporal
derivatives can be added to the feature vectors, since they include information about the correlation between frames.
A second limitation is the assumption that the probability distribution of observations can be well represented by a
GMM, a limitation which is addressed by hybrid systems. Finally, the Markov assumption itself, that is, that only
the previous state influences the choice of current state, is flawed, as temporal dependencies for speech can extend
for several states.
B. The multimodal integration methods
The integration of audio and visual information [17] can be performed in several ways. The simplest one is feature
concatenation [18], where the audio and video feature vectors are simply concatenated before being presented to
the classifier. Here, a single classifier is trained with combined data from the two modalities.
Although the feature concatenation method of integration does in some cases lead to an improved performance,
it is impossible to model the reliability of each modality, depending on the changing conditions in the audio-visual
environment.
A second family of integration methods is decision fusion. In this method separate audio and video classifiers are
trained, and their output log-likelihoods are linearly combined with appropriate weights. There are three possible
levels for combining individual modality likelihoods [17]:
5• Early integration, in the case when likelihoods are combined at the state level, forcing the synchrony of the
two streams.
• Late integration, which requires two separate HMMs. The final recognized word is selected based on the n-best
hypothesis of the audio and visual HMMs.
• Intermediate integration, which uses models that force synchrony at the phone or word boundaries.
In the following we present one of the most common integration methods, and the one we chose for our
experiments, the Multi-Stream HMM. It belongs to the early integration category, forcing synchrony at the frame
level. Our choice is justified by the fact that this type of integration allows very rapid changes in the importance given
to each modality, allowing the implementation of systems which can very quickly adapt to changing conditions.
C. Multi-stream hidden Markov models
The Multi-Stream HMM (MSHMM) is a statistical model derived from the HMM and adapted for multimodal
processing. Unlike typical HMMs which have one gaussian mixture (GMM) per state, the MSHMM has several
GMMs per state, one for each input stream or modality.
The emission likelihood bj for state j and observation ot at time t is the product of likelihoods from each
modality s weighted by stream exponents λs [19]:
bj(ot) =
S∏
s=1
[
Ms∑
m=1
cjsmN(ost;µjsm,Σjsm)
]λs
(8)
where N(o;µ,Σ) is the value in o of a multivariate gaussian with mean µ and covariance matrix Σ. Ms gaussians
are used in a mixture, each weighed by cjsm. The product in eq. 8 is in fact equivalent to a weighted sum in
logarithmic domain, and typically the weights are chosen in such a way that they sum to one. In practice, the
weights λs should be tied to stream reliability, such that, when environment conditions (e.g. SNR) change, they
can be adjusted to emphasize the most reliable modality.
The product seen here comes from the more general probability combination rules [20], and is one of the most
widely used, along with the sum rule, the min rule or the max rule. These rules are compared in [21], with the
purpose of combining the outputs of classifiers trained on different types of audio-only features. The product rule
was found to be the best performer.
There are two possibilities to train MSHMMs. The first one is to start with normal one-stream HMMs, one per
modality, and train each of them on single modality data. These models have to have the same number of states,
but the parameters of the GMMs can differ between modalities. No weights are required while training. After the
training stage, the models can be combined into a MSHMM. However, there are some drawbacks with this training
strategy, one being that there is no guarantee that the models are trained on the same speech segments across
modalities. Another drawback is that it is not clear how the transition probabilities should be combined.
The second method of training MSHMMs is to begin with a MSHMM and train it directly on multimodal data.
In this way the synchronicity is guaranteed. However, weights are required in training, and a poor choice of training
weights can lead to poor performance in testing.
At testing time, the weights given to each stream can be fixed for the whole duration of the test sequence, or can
vary dynamically in time. In either case, the weights should be set according to the estimated reliability of each
stream. In the following, we present some common stream reliability estimation methods.
D. Stream reliability estimates
The choice between weights which are constant in time and weights which vary dynamically, adapting to the
conditions in the environment, is taken in the beginning based on the assumptions made on the context of the
problem. If it is assumed that the acoustic and visual environment remains more or less the same, and that the
training conditions reasonably match those in testing, fixed weights can be used. However, it is more realistic to
assume that conditions will not be matched, and that they will not be constant in time. Indeed, sudden bursts of
noise can happen anytime in the audio, like a cough, a pop from a microphone, the door of the conference room
that is swung against the wall or any other similar situation can lead to a sudden degradation in the quality of the
audio. Similarly, for the video, a lighting change, a speaker that turns his head or gestures with his hands making
6his mouth invisible to the camera, all such situations can lead to sudden degradation in the quality of the video
stream. These degradations can be temporary as in the case of the cough, or permanent, as the lighting change. In
all these conditions, having the stream weights adapt automatically to the conditions which change in time should
be beneficial for the performance of the system.
a) Fixed stream weights: can be derived with discriminative training techniques, applied on training or held-
out data. They will only be relevant for the particular environment conditions in which that data was acquired.
From the methods that are applied directly on the training data, some minimize a smooth function of the word
classification error [22], [23]. Another approach is to minimize the frame classification error, as in [24] where the
maximum entropy criterion is used. From the methods that use a held-out data set, the simplest is the grid search,
when the weights are constant and constrained to sum to 1, as is the case in [24] or [25]. More complex methods
need to be employed in other cases, for example when weights are class-dependent, however, this dependency was
not proved to have a beneficial effect on recognition results, as shown in [24] or [26].
Yet another approach is to use a small amount of unlabeled data, as in [27], to estimate the stream weights in
an unsupervised way. Class specific models and anti-models are first built, and then used to initialize a k-means
algorithm on the unlabeled data. The stream weights ratio is then expressed as a non-linear function of intra- and
inter-class distances.
In [28], the testing set itself is used in an iterative likelihood-ratio maximization algorithm do determine the stream
weights. The algorithm finds the weights that maximize the dispersion of stream emission likelihoods P (o|c), which
should lead to better classification results. The measure to be maximized is:
L(λAc ) =
T∑
t=1
∑
c∈C
{
P (oAt |ct)− P (o
A
t |c)
}
(9)
where c is the class or HMM state out of the set C of classes, and oA is the audio observation vector. The measure
is computed over a time interval of T frames.
An extension of this algorithm is based on output likelihood normalization [29]. Here, the weights are class-
dependent, and the weight for one class is the ratio between the average class-likelihood for a time period T and
the average likelihood for that particular class over the same time period, that is:
lAvt =
1
NT
∑T
t=1
∑
c∈C log P (o
A
t |c)
1
T
∑T
t=1 logP (o
A
t |v)
(10)
Both these methods optimize the audio weights first, and then set the video weights relative to the audio ones.
Stream reliability estimates are however not limited to the AVSR field. For example, in [30], reliability measures
are used for the fusion of three streams for multimodal biometric identification. The three streams are audio speech,
visual speech and the speaker’s face, while the reliability measure used is the difference between the two highest
ranked scores, normalized by the mean score.
b) Dynamical stream weights: are however better suited for practical systems, where the noise can vary
unexpectedly. Such examples of sudden degradation of one modality can be loud noises in the audio, or loss of
face/mouth tracking in the video. Events like these can happen in a practical setup and they prove the need for
temporally-varying stream weights. The weights can be adjusted for example based on the estimated signal to noise
ratio (SNR), as in [18] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36], or based on the voicing index [37] used in [38]. However these
methods are based on reliability measures on the audio only, and the video degradation is not taken into account.
Other weighting methods are modality-independent, based only on indicators of classifier confidence, as presented
in the following.
In [39] and [40], several classifier confidence measures are used. The first one is the N-best log-likelihood
difference, based on the stream emission likelihoods P (o|c). The measure is defined as follows. If ost is the
observation for stream s at time t and cstn are the N-best most likely generative classes (HMM states), n = 1...N ,
then the log-likelihood difference at time t for stream s is:
lst =
1
N − 1
N∑
n=2
log
P (ost|cst1)
P (ost|cstn)
(11)
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Fig. 2. Two hypothetical four-class posterior distributions. The one from the left has a very distinct peak, so the confidence that we can
have in the result of the classification is high, while the one to the right is flat, leading to a low confidence in the classification result.
The justification is that the likelihood ratios give a measure of the reliability of the classification. The same
justification can be given for the second measure used, the log-likelihood dispersion, defined as:
dst =
2
N(N − 1)
N∑
m=1
N∑
n=m+1
log
P (ost|cstm)
P (ost|cstn)
(12)
Other methods for stream confidence estimation are based on posteriors, not on likelihoods. In [41], the class-
posterior probability of the combined stream P (c|oAV ) is computed as the maximum between three posteriors,
derived from three observation vectors, the audio-only one oAt , the video-only oVt or the concatenated observation
oAVt , that is:
P (ctn|ot) = max(P (ctn|o
A
t ), P (ctn|o
V
t ), P (ctn|o
AV
t )) (13)
The stream reliability estimation framework is not only applicable on AVSR, but also in audio-only speech
recognition, in the case when multiple feature streams are used in order to exploit their complementarity. For
example, in [42] the entropy of the class-posterior distribution is used as a reliability estimator:
hst = −
C∑
i=1
P (ci|ost) log P (ci|ost) (14)
where C is the number of classes. The entropy is also a measure of dispersion, but this time used on all the classes,
not only the N-best ones.
III. OUR STREAM RELIABILITY ESTIMATION METHOD
As mentioned before, we are using multi-stream HMMs to recognize words. These recognizers require syn-
chronous audio and visual feature streams, and perform multimodal fusion at the frame level, that is, a decision on
the fusion is taken every 10 ms. The emission likelihood bj for state j and observation ot at time t is the product
of likelihoods from each modality s weighted by stream exponents λs [19]:
bj(ot) =
S∏
s=1
[
Ms∑
m=1
cjsmN(ost;µjsm,Σjsm)
]λs
(15)
The stream weights λs are computed based on the estimated stream reliability, which is derived from the entropy
of the class-posterior distributions for each stream.
The reasoning is as follows. Consider the case in Figure 2, where a simple hypothetical situation is presented.
Assume that, in a multimodal 4-class problem, the posterior distribution has a very clear peak, as in the left figure.
This means that there is a very good match between the test sample and the class model for the recognized class,
and a very bad match with all the other classes. The confidence that we have in assigning the sample to the class
is high, meaning that the confidence in the corresponding stream should also be high. On the other hand, when the
8Fig. 3. The steps in the dynamic weights multimodal integration algorithm.
posterior distribution is flat or nearly flat, like in the right figure, there is a high possibility that the sample was
assigned to the wrong class, so the confidence is low, both in the classification result and the stream. To measure
if the distribution is peaky or flat, we use the entropy:
hst = −
C∑
i=1
P (ci|ost) log P (ci|ost) (16)
The steps of the algorithm are presented in Figure 3. First, the audio and visual log-likelihoods are obtained for
each class, that is, for each gaussian mixture in each of the states of the HMMs. Then, using Bayes’ formula, we
obtain the posteriors:
P (ci|ost) =
P (ost|ci)P (ci)∑
j P (ost|cj)P (cj)
(17)
Here, the class priors P (ci) are the relative durations of the classes, obtained from the training set. The entropies
of both distributions are then computed, and finally the weights are obtained through a mapping function.
The mapping function is required since the weights are the inverse of the entropies, and scaling also needs to be
applied. Indeed, since a high entropy signifies a low confidence in the corresponding stream, a low weight should
be assigned to it. The mapping functions we use will be detailed in the next section.
The big advantage of this algorithm is its flexibility in different environments. If one of the modalities becomes
corrupted by noise, the posterior entropy corresponding to it would increase, making its weight, and so its importance
to the final recognition, decrease. This is also valid in the case of a complete interruption of one stream. In this
case, the entropy should be close to maximum, and the weight assigned to the missing stream close to zero. This
practically makes the system revert to one-stream recognition automatically. This process is instantaneous, and also
reversible, that is, if the missing stream is restored, the entropy would decrease and the weight would increase to
the level before the interruption.
Even in the case of static noise, the relative importance that should be given to each of the modalities may
vary. Some speech sounds are easier to distinguish in the visual modality, while others are more distinguishable
in the audio. This means that the posterior distribution peaks corresponding to these speech sounds will be more
pronounced in one modality than the other, leading to a reduced entropy and a higher weight. Thus, in theory, our
algorithm automatically favors the modality in which the sound is easier to distinguish.
All this means that the system can dynamically adapt to all levels of noise, including even the loss of one of the
streams.
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Fig. 4. Three possible mappings from posterior distribution entropy to stream weight.
IV. CHOOSING A MAPPING FUNCTION FROM ENTROPIES TO WEIGHTS
A. Three static mapping functions
We have established that the entropies of the posterior distributions are suitable reliability estimators for the
audio and visual streams. What is still needed is a function to transform these estimators into stream weights. This
function is required since the weights and the reliability measure are not on the same scale, and their relation is
non-linear.
Other approaches use training on a held-out subset of the training dataset, but we try to avoid this, as we consider
that the type and intensity of noise in testing conditions is uncertain. This means that having a held-out set for
weights training that matches the target noise conditions is very unlikely.
The approach that we take is to find a mapping that satisfies a few basic conditions. In our case, the relationship
between the entropies and the weights is inverse, that is, when the entropy is low, the weight should be high, and
vice-versa. We also impose for the moment that the sum of the weights be 1, that is λa + λv = 1.
Let the audio and video streams’ entropies be Ha and Hv, and their associated weights λa and λv. The maximum
value that the entropy can reach in our case is Hmax = log283 ≃ 6.3 since we have 83 classes. The mapping
should ensure that when H = 0, λ = 1 and when H = Hmax, λ = 0. Obviously, when Ha = Hv, λa = λv = 0.5.
There are several possible mappings that can be used. Two possibilities are presented below:
λa(t) =
Hmax −Ha(t)∑
sHmax −Hs(t)
(18)
λa(t) =
1/Ha(t)∑
s 1/Hs(t)
(19)
We will refer to equations 18 and 19 as the “negative entropy” and “inverse entropy” mappings. The first one
uses the difference to reverse the entropy, while the second uses the inverse. The difference between them is that
the inverse mapping has a bias towards low values of the entropy, while the negative mapping has a bias towards
high values.
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The two mappings have a common shortcoming: if one of the entropy values is close to an extreme (either zero
or Hmax), a variation in the other entropy’s value will have no effect. This can be seen in figure 4. For example, for
the negative mapping, when the video entropy is close to Hmax, the audio weight will be close to 1, irrespective
of the value of the audio entropy. The preferable behavior would be for the audio weight to vary with the audio
entropy, for example, when the audio entropy is also high, the weight to be close to 0.5. The inverse mapping has
the same problem, since, when the audio entropy is close to zero, the audio weight is 1, even if the video entropy
is also close to zero.
To avoid these problems, we derived a third mapping, which represents a plane in 3D space. The plane was
derived using the following four points:
• Ha = Hv = 0 → λa = λv = 0.5
• Ha = 0;Hv = Hmax → λa = 1;λv = 0
• Ha = Hmax;Hv = 0 → λa = 0;λv = 1
• Ha = Hv = Hmax → λa = λv = 0.5
The resulting equation is:
λa(t) =
Hv −Ha
2Hmax
+
1
2
(20)
As can be seen from the figure, using this mapping, the audio weight always varies with both entropies.
In the next section, we present our results with these three mappings.
B. Results with the static mappings
For our experiments, we use sequences from the CUAVE audio-visual database [43]. They consist of 36 speakers
repeating the 10 digits. We use only the static part of the database, that is, the first 5 repetitions.
The video sequences are filmed at 30 fps interlaced, so we can effectively double this framerate through
deinterlacing. The average length of one video sequence is around 50 seconds (3000 deinterlaced frames).
Out of the 36 sequences, 30 are used for training, and 6 for testing. We use a six-fold crossvalidation procedure,
that is, we repeat training and testing 6 times, each time changing the respective sets using a circular permutation.
The performance reported is the average on the 6 runs.
We start our visual feature processing by locating the region of the mouth, scaling and rotating it, such that all
the mouths have more or less the same size and position. The temporal resolution of the video is then increased
through interpolation, to reach 100 fps, since synchrony between the audio and the video streams is required by
our integration method.
The visual features that we use are even-frequency discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficients of the mouth
images, since they contain the information related to the symmetrical details of the image, as detailed in [44]. From
them, the highest-energy 64 coefficients are selected, with their first and second temporal derivatives, and LDA is
applied on them, to obtain a 40-dimensional feature vector.
On the audio side, the features extracted are 13 Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs), together with their
first and second temporal derivatives. Audio features are extracted 100 times per second, at the same frequency as
the visual features. Different levels of white gaussian noise are added in order to show how our dynamic weighting
algorithm performs across a large range of SNRs.
We use the HTK library [19] for the HMM implementation. Our word models have 8 states with one diagonal-
covariance gaussian per state. The silence model has 3 states with 3 gaussians per state. Two streams are used,
audio and video. The grammar consists of any combination of digits with silence in-between. The accuracy that
we report is the number of correctly recognized words minus insertions, divided by the total number of test words.
We compare our method with the Maximum Stream Posterior (MSP) method described in [45] [41]. The method
is based on the premise that a stream weighting algorithm should outperform when possible either of the two
streams when they are reliable, and perform at the same level as one of the stream when the other one is corrupted.
The class-posterior probabilities for each stream are used, P (s|oa) and P (s|ov), where s is the state and o the
observation vector. They are computed from the likelihoods with Bayes’ formula. The combined stream class-
posterior probability is also used, P (s|oAV ), derived as follows:
P (s|oAV ) =
p(oa|s)p(ov |s)P (s)∑
s′ p(oa|s
′)p(ov|s′)P (s′)
(21)
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where p(oa|s) and p(ov|s) are the likelihoods. This would be equivalent to using the weights λa = λv = 1.0 in our
case. The MSP method consists of using either the combined stream, or one of the monomodal streams, in order
to maximize the stream posterior at each frame, as follows:
P (s|o) = max
[
P (c|oa), P (c|ov), P (c|oAV )
] (22)
Figure 5 shows audio-visual results for dynamic weighting with the three mapping functions. As can be seen
from the figure, the negative and plane mapping are practically equivalent, while the inverse mapping is performing
slightly worse. For the first two SNR levels, clean and 25 dB, the performance is equivalent to audio-only recognition,
but for lower SNRs there is an ever-increasing gain from audio-visual recognition.
The reason for the fact that the negative and plane mappings lead to the same results may be that the entropy
values are not covering the whole space between (0.0, 0.0) and (Hmax,Hmax). Indeed, in Figure 4, if splitting
the images along the second diagonal, between the points (0.0,Hmax) and (Hmax, 0.0), the lower halves for the
negative and the plane mapping images are very similar. If most entropy values are confined in that interval, the
results should also be similar indeed.
Figure 6 compares our dynamic weights method with negative mapping with the MSP method and the fixed
weights method. The fixed weights methods consists in searching for the optimal pair of weights for a given SNR
and using it for the entire sequence, with no time variation. This method is not applicable in practice, as typically
the test SNR is not known at training time and is also not necessarily constant. The fixed weights results are
presented here as a measure of how well multimodal integration can perform with ideal weights.
The MSP method performs worse than our method at most SNR levels, with the highest difference at 10 dB,
2.2%. The reason for this poor performance may be the fact that the MSP method takes extreme decisions, either
considering a 50% - 50% combination of the two streams, or ignoring one of the streams entirely. Our method, by
contrast, is more flexible, allowing any weighted combination of scores from the two streams, at any moment.
Both methods perform worse than the fixed weights for clean audio and high SNRs, as the entropy of the clean
audio does not become low enough compared to the video to allow the high difference in weight values which
leads to high performance for these SNRs.
In fact, the entropies for both audio and video do not cover the entire range from 0.0 to Hmax. It may be better
to use a mapping which is more “sensitive” in the parts of this range where there actually are a lot of audio and
video entropy values. The next section investigates such a mapping.
C. A dynamic mapping
The mappings presented earlier cover uniformly the entire space between 0 and Hmax. If, hypothetically, the
entropy values are concentrated in only a small region of this space, the variations in the weights values would be
very small. An ideal mapping would, by contrast, concentrate its discriminative power only in that region, making
small variations in entropy lead to large variations in the stream weights. If the entropy values of the two streams
are consistently close, this type of mapping would strongly favor the stream which has an even slightly higher
entropy.
Intuitively, this mapping should be more sensitive for some entropy value intervals compared to others, and those
“sensitive” intervals should be the ones that include the entropy values that occur most often. This intuition lead
to the following method of constructing a entropy to weights mapping.
First, a histogram of past entropy values is built for both streams. In our case, the histogram has 15 bins and
comprises 150 past entropy values from both streams, for a total of 300 samples. Then, a piecewise-linear function
is built, mapping low entropy values to high weights and vice-versa. This is done in such a way that the slope of
each piece is proportional to the number of points contained in the corresponding histogram bin. Figure 4 shows
an example of such a mapping and the histogram from which it was built.
This mapping is dynamic itself. It adapts to the particular configuration of entropy values, with the purpose
of having the best discriminating power between the most occurring ones. As can be seen from the figure, the
mapping is flat for the intervals where the number of frames with corresponding entropies is low, and steep where
the number of frames is high. Its shape changes all the time, according to the particular distribution of entropy
values.
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Fig. 5. Audio-visual results with dynamic weights and the three mapping functions, inverse, negative and plane, for all SNRs, with white
noise.
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Fig. 6. Results for audio-visual recognition with dynamic weights, fixed weights and the MSP method, for all SNRs, with white noise.
SNR
clean 25 dB 20 dB 15 dB 10 dB 5 dB 0 dB  -5 dB  -10 dB
negative 96.88 97.10 96.65 95.93 94.30 91.39 86.71 78.33 65.82
inverse 96.82 96.65 96.48 94.91 93.18 90.10 85.20 77.70 66.55
plane 96.99 97.10 96.82 95.98 94.02 91.28 86.54 78.61 66.15
MSP 96.76 96.54 96.15 94.47 92.12 89.61 84.41 77.11 65.86
fixed 98.66 98.44 97.93 96.81 95.02 92.34 87.65 78.60 67.17
AO 97.31 96.97 95.61 92.87 86.88 76.64 60.38 40.35 19.55
TABLE I
AUDIO-VISUAL RESULTS FOR DYNAMIC WEIGHTS, FIXED WEIGHTS, AND THE MSP METHOD, FOR ALL SNRS, WITH WHITE NOISE.
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Fig. 7. A flexible mapping function from entropy to weight.
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Fig. 8. Audio-visual results with dynamic weights and a flexible mapping, for all SNRs, with white noise.
SNR
clean 25 dB 20 dB 15 dB 10 dB 5 dB 0 dB  -5 dB  -10 dB
negative 96.88 97.10 96.65 95.93 94.30 91.39 86.71 78.33 65.82
flexible 96.93 96.93 96.71 95.53 93.40 90.37 85.53 78.37 67.21
fixed 98.66 98.44 97.93 96.81 95.02 92.34 87.65 78.60 67.17
AO 97.31 96.97 95.61 92.87 86.88 76.64 60.38 40.35 19.55
TABLE II
RESULTS FOR AUDIO-VISUAL RECOGNITION WITH DYNAMIC WEIGHTS AND A FLEXIBLE MAPPING, FOR ALL SNRS, WITH WHITE NOISE.
Figure 8 and Table II show our results obtained with this mapping. As can be seen from the figure, the results are
rather disappointing. The flexible mapping performs identical to the negative mapping for high SNRs and slightly
worse for lower ones. A notable exception is the -10 dB level, where this mapping performs better than all the
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others. However, overall the flexible mapping does not bring any improvement to performance compared to the
previously presented methods.
V. THE WEIGHT SUM
A. The role of the weight sum
As mentioned before, most approaches in the literature impose that the sum of the weights should be equal to
one. The reason might be to keep the result in the same range as the original likelihoods. However, the score that
is computed by combining the likelihoods is not a likelihood (or emission probability) anymore. As shown before,
in logarithmic domain the likelihoods are combined as follows:
log bj(ot) =
S∑
s=1
[
λs · log
Ms∑
m=1
cjsmN(ost;µjsm,Σjsm)
]
(23)
For our particular case, with two streams, audio and video, the equation becomes:
log bj(oAV ) = λa log bj(oa) + λv log bj(ov) (24)
Indeed, there are no guarantees that the combined score would still integrate to 1 over the value range of the
features, as the mono-modal likelihoods do, with or without the constraint λa + λv = 1. So, in fact, the constraint
is not required.
To explain the effect that a different weights sum could have on the decoding, we recall the expression of the
score of an observation sequence O and a path Q through a model ω, with respect to the emission likelihoods bqi
and the transition probabilities aqiqj .
log p(O,Q|ω) =
∑
qi∈Q
log bqi(oi) +
∑
(qi,qj)∈Q
log aqiqj (25)
which, when replacing the combined score with its expression from Eq. 24, becomes:
log p(O,Q|ω) = λa
∑
qi∈Q
log bqi(o
A
i ) + λv
∑
qi∈Q
log bqi(o
V
i ) +
∑
(qi,qj)∈Q
log aqiqj (26)
In a typical speech recognition system, the emission likelihoods bqi tend to become very small, making log-
likelihoods large in absolute terms. Obviously, all log-likelihoods and log-probabilities are negative. In fact, the
reason for using the logarithm in the first place is to prevent underflow errors that might be caused when multiplying
likelihood values. By contrast, the transition probabilities aqiqj are larger than the emission likelihoods, and thus,
have a much smaller absolute value in the logarithmic domain. This makes the emission likelihoods have a larger
influence on the recognition results compared to transition probabilities. Indeed, if the difference in the range of
variation is large, the path through the HMM and in consequence the score of the corresponding word could be
influenced only by the emissions, with transitions having only the effect of allowing or not allowing certain paths
in the model.
In our AVSR setup, the weights λa and λv can also be a factor in the balance between emission and transition
probabilities, as can be seen from Eq. 26. Indeed, if the sum λa + λv is allowed to change, this balance will also
change. If, for example, the sum is reduced, the effect of the transition probabilities would be increased.
B. Results with an unconstrained sum
Figures 9, 10 and 11 show the audio-visual performance with audio and visual weights varying from 0.0 to 1.0
with a step of 0.02, without any constraint on their sum. The audio SNRs are as follows: clean, 20 dB, 10 dB, 0
dB, -5 dB and -10 dB, with babble noise. The purple line drawn on all the figures shows the weights for which the
sum is equal to 1, λa + λv = 1, a constraint common to most approaches in the literature. As can easily be seen
on all the figures, the optimal performance is always attained for sums which are significantly smaller, that is, the
maximum is never on the purple line. In all figures, the lower value on the color bar is also the lower threshold
applied on the accuracy values. This thresholding is applied for visualization purposes, as much lower accuracy
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Fig. 9. AV accuracy, with unconstrained weights, for clean and 20 dB.
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Fig. 10. AV accuracy, with unconstrained weights, for 10 dB and 0 dB.
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values are also obtained for some combinations of weights, which lead to a widening of the range which has to be
covered by the color map, making the peak indistinguishable in the absence of the threshold.
For clean audio, the value of the video weight at the point where maximum accuracy is very small, λv = 0.02,
while the audio weight is λa = 0.14. However, the video still has a significant influence on the final result. Indeed,
the AV accuracy is 99.45%, while audio-only performance is just 97.31%.
The same is seen at the other extreme, for an SNR of -10 dB. Here the audio weight is extremely small, λa = 0.01
compared to a video weight of λv = 0.24. As seen with clean audio, such a small weight can still have a big
influence on the result. In this case, AV performance is 61.93%, while video-only is just 54.8%.
Figure 12 and Table III show the results obtained with fixed weights when using all combinations of weights,
not only the ones summing to 1, at all SNRs with babble noise. The results for sum 6= 1 are practically the peak
performance values from Figures 9, 10 and 11. It is clear from the figure that sums that are smaller than 1 lead to
improved results at all SNRs. Although the gains are small, they are consistent across all noise levels. While for
clean audio only 0.8% are gained, the number of errors is reduced by more then half. This is also true at the 25
dB SNR level. The relative reductions in error levels, shown in Table III, are more modest for lower SNRs, but
the trend is consistent at all noise levels. Allowing the sum to vary improves recognition results.
The justification for these accuracy improvements should be the factor mentioned above, the balance between
transition probabilities and emission likelihoods. Indeed, for sums which are smaller than 1, the influence of the
transitions is enlarged, as seen in Eq. 26.
The balance between audio and video is given in this case by the ratio between the audio and the video weights,
not their absolute values. Indeed, if we normalize the weights by dividing them to their sum value, we obtain an
image which is very similar to that obtained with constrained sum. Figure 13 shows the values of the audio and
the video weight, divided by their sum. The audio normalized weight decreases with the SNR, from 0.88 to 0.04,
while the video normalized weight increases from 0.12 to 0.96.
C. Adapting the weight sum dynamically
Since a smaller weight sum is beneficial to the recognition results, it might be a good idea to allow the sum
itself to vary dynamically. This would lead to a system in which the ratio of the weights is estimated from the
individual reliability of each stream, while the sum is estimated globally. But how would a dynamical sum be able
to influence recognition results?
In a situation where the noise is variable, there might be instances where both modalities are corrupted simul-
taneously. In such cases, both emission likelihood distributions may be unreliable, and the only source of reliable
information left would be the transition probabilities. In such a case, it may be convenient to reduce the weight sum
in such a way that decoding continues based mostly on the transitions, that is, the states in the maximum-likelihood
path through the HMM are chosen on the basis of the most likely transitions. This may be better than allowing
likelihoods from corrupted modalities to influence the result.
Even when the noise is constant, in instances when the two modalities are contradicting each other, it might be
better to ignore the emission likelihoods for a few frames and just continue the decoding based on the transitions. A
contradiction between audio and video would be for example if one modality has a peak in the posterior distribution
for one phoneme, while the peak in the other modality corresponds to a different phoneme.
To estimate when a reduction in the value of the weight sum may be necessary, we need to detect the instances
when both streams are unreliable, or when they are contradicting. For this purpose, we use the entropy of class
posteriors again, but on the combined likelihoods. We compute the combined class-posteriors with a formula similar
to Eq. 21, that is:
P (s|oAV ) =
p(oa|s)
λap(ov|s)
λvP (s)∑
s′ p(oa|s
′)λap(ov|s′)λvP (s′)
(27)
where the weights λa and λv are computed as before, based on the stream posterior entropies, and with λa+λv = 1.
The entropy of this combined posterior distribution is then computed:
htav = −
S∑
i=1
P (si|o
t
av) log P (si|o
t
av) (28)
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Fig. 12. The impact of removing the constraint on the sum of the weights on audio-visual results, with fixed weights.
SNR
clean 25 dB 20 dB 15 dB 10 dB 5 dB 0 dB  -5 dB  -10 dB
sum=1 98.66 97.77 97.11 95.15 90.74 82.41 70.63 61.53 57.18
sum1 99.45 98.89 98.05 96.37 92.64 83.87 72.37 63.42 61.93
gain +0.79 +1.12 +0.95 +1.22 +1.9 +1.45 +1.74 +1.9 +4.76
% error 
reduction 58.88 50.26 32.83 25.13 20.52 8.24 5.92 4.94 11.12
TABLE III
RESULTS FOR AUDIO-VISUAL RECOGNITION, WITH FIXED WEIGHTS AND AN UNCONSTRAINED SUM.
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Fig. 13. The values of audio and video weights, normalized by the value of their sum, for all SNRs.
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Fig. 14. The impact of removing the constraint on the sum of the weights on audio-visual results, with dynamic weights, compared to the
sum fixed to 1 and 0.5.
SNR
clean 25 dB 20 dB 15 dB 10 dB 5 dB 0 dB  -5 dB  -10 dB
sum=1 96.82 96.32 95.04 92.35 88.62 81.64 71.62 59.55 50.81
sum=0.5 97.10 96.49 95.59 93.41 90.07 83.92 74.03 62.36 51.65
dynamic 
sum
96.93 96.32 95.26 92.74 88.90 82.31 72.46 60.18 51.76
TABLE IV
THE IMPACT OF REMOVING THE CONSTRAINT ON THE SUM OF THE WEIGHTS ON AUDIO-VISUAL RESULTS, WITH DYNAMIC WEIGHTS,
COMPARED TO THE SUM FIXED TO 1 AND 0.5.
This entropy will be low in the case when the modalities are in agreement, that is, if there are definite peaks
in both the audio and the video posterior distributions, and the peaks coincide. When the peaks do not coincide
however, the combined probability distribution P (s|oAV ) will be flatter than the two mono-modal distributions,
leading to a higher entropy. The entropy will also be high when both the audio and the video posterior distributions
are flat themselves, because this also leads to a flat combined distribution.
However, in the case when one posterior distribution for one modality is flat, while the other has a definite peak,
the weights λa and λv will be heavily biased toward the reliable modality, making the combined posterior look
very similar to its posterior distribution. This means that when one modality is reliable but the other is not, the
combined entropy will also be low.
This all shows that the combined entropy should be a good measure for the purpose mentioned above, detecting
when both modalities are unreliable or when they are contradicting. The inverse of this entropy can be mapped to
a an adjustment factor which will be applied afterwards on both weights, effectively reducing their sum.
Figure 14 and Table IV show results with dynamic weights, for three cases. The first two are with with the sum
of the weights constrained to be either 1 or 0.5. The third case is our algorithm of applying an adjustment factor
to the sum, based on the entropy of the combined audio-visual posterior probability distribution.
As can be seen, results with the dynamic algorithm are rather disappointing. The performance improves only
slightly, but the improvement is present across all SNRs. The fact that there is a consistency in the results shows at
least that this improvement is not random. However, a larger improvement and just as consistent across the SNRs
can be obtained by simply halving the weights after their estimation from the respective mono-modal entropies.
This reduces the weight sum to 0.5 and also has significant influence on the final results.
In our best knowledge, the variation of the sum of stream weights was not attempted before in the literature,
neither with fixed weights nor with dynamic ones.
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In conclusion, the constraint on the sum of the stream weights is unnecessary, and removing it can lead to
significant performance gains across all the SNRs. However, a reliable method of estimating the level at which this
sum should be reduced still needs to be found.
VI. SUMMARY
This report presents our multimodal integration method, based on the estimated reliability of each stream. The
problem of multimodal integration is solved by merging frame-level probabilities at each time instant, with weights
reflecting each stream’s importance.
Our stream reliability estimates are based on the entropies of the class-posterior distributions for each stream
and for each frame. Since the weights need to be the inverse of these entropies and they also need to be scaled,
several mappings from entropies to weights are investigated, both static and dynamic. Experimental results show
that dynamic weights perform well in a variety of conditions, leading to improved accuracy compared to audio-only
results across a wide range of SNRs, with both white noise and babble noise.
We also investigate the role played by the constraint typically imposed in other work from the literature on the
sum of stream weights in multi-stream HMMs. Our findings are that reducing the sum of the weights can lead to
significant improvement in the word-level accuracy of the recognizer, across all SNR levels.
The framework presented here is general, since the reliability measure that we use is not particular to either
audio or video. The entropy of the posterior distribution can be used in any multimodal context to evaluate the
reliability of each modality dynamically, allowing the adjustment of each stream’s importance to temporal variations
of its quality. The loss of one of the streams is also naturally handled in this framework, as the weights would
automatically adjust to ignore the missing stream, reverting to a mono-modal situation.
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